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Gov. Laura Kelly promises
to sign bipartisan bill
eliminating Kansas sales
tax on food by 2025
(KS Reflector,
4/29/2022)

The Kansas Supreme
Court to say if
Republicans
gerrymandered the
state's congressional
map
(KCUR,
4/29/2022)

Kansas Legislature’s
late-night surge covers
sports betting, budget,
KPERS and COVID-19
(KS Reflector,
4/29/2022)
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Care of Creation
What is good for the planet is good for
national security and economy

Be an environmental activist through
your backyard gardening choices

"We know what to do. Decrease oil and
gas consumption. Increase alternative
sources of green energy. Fast-track
research and development of green
technology. Wind, solar, and thermal and
perhaps nuclear energy need to replace
our dependence on fossil fuels. A
gradually increasing carbon tax would
help do this."

"Guhr says native plants should give
back to the environment in which they
are planted as much as they take. (This
sounds like a grand ambition for us all.)
He agrees with Taylor that it’s often
difficult to find such plants at national
hardware and retail chains.
However, finding the right plant can
create a thriving natural environment."

(EarthBeat, 4/26/2022)

(KS Reflector, 4/29/2022)

America’s food deserts start seeing influx of healthy foods thanks to federal funds
(The Guardian, 4/29/2022)

"Black and Latinos are more likely to live in areas without grocery stores than white people, as are low-income
people.
The grocery model is broken and the federal funding offers new ways to fix it, said Beverley Wheeler, director of
DC Hunger Solutions, which runs nutrition programs in the nation’s capital."
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Human Trafficking
Events
Apr. 22- May 1- Interfaith
Power & Light: Climate
Action Week

Mass Poor People’s &
Low-Wage Workers'
Assembly and Moral
March on Washington
and to the Polls

How The Sex Trade Preys On Ukraine’s Refugees
(US Catholic Sisters Against Human Trafficking, 4/10/2022)

"Most seek refuge in other areas of Ukraine, believed to be safer. But more than
three and a half million people have fled over the border.
They are mainly women and children, as men under the age of 60 are obliged by
the Ukrainian government to stay put and fight."

Poland: Trafficking, Exploitation Risks for Refugees
(Human Rights Watch, 4/29/2022)

"The government should immediately develop and implement consistent
protocols that ensure protection at reception points and for all refugee
transportation and housing, Human Rights Watch said."
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G.O.P. Concocts Fake Threat: Voter
Fraud by Undocumented
Immigrants
(New York Times, 4/28/2022)

Immigration advocates warn of midterm risks for Democrats if Title 42 isn't
lifted

"Voter fraud is exceptionally rare, and
(NPR, 4/27/2022)
allegations that widespread numbers
of undocumented immigrants are
"Gillis also points to the "void in messaging" from the White House the past few
voting have been repeatedly
weeks as a cause for concern. And Cardenas says the White House hasn't been
discredited. Yet that fabricated
proactive or aggressive enough in outlining its existing plan and communicating
message — capitalizing on a
that to Democrats on Capitol Hill who are expressing reservations."
concocted threat to advance Mr.
Trump’s broader lie of stolen
Federal judge temporarily blocks Biden administration from ending Title 42
elections — is now finding receptive
(KS Reflector, 4/26/2022)
audiences in more than a dozen
states across the country, including
"But the decision has brought condemnation from Republicans and pushback from
several far from the U.S.-Mexico
some members of Biden’s own party, who say there needs to be a comprehensive
border."
plan in place to deal with expected higher numbers of migrants when the order
ends. The Department of Homeland Security says it also faces a funding shortfall."
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Seeking Racial Justice
Kansas Democrat threatens to recruit
parents to sue schools for lack of honest
history lessons

Harvard University details its ties to
slavery and promises a reckoning
(PBS News, 4/27/2022)

(KS Reflector, 4/29/2022)

"Among the findings in the 134-page
report conducted by Harvard faculty,
Harvard presidents, faculty, and staff
enslaved more than 70 people in the 17th
and 18th centuries, some of whom labored
on campus."

"Rep. Valdenia Winn offered a proposal to
House Republicans: If they were to override
the governor’s veto of legislation installing a
parental bill of rights, she would recruit
parents to file lawsuits over the lack of honest
history lessons in public schools."

Researchers unearth the painful history of a Native boarding school in Missouri
(PBS News, 4/28/2022)

"But a key part of reconciling with the past is better understanding what happened in those schools,
who survived and who didn’t, and documenting stories in a key period of the long history of trauma
from governments and religious institutions on Native people — information that can be in some cases
sparse and hard to find."
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Advocacy &
Action
HELP END TITLE 42 RESTRICTIONS AND RESTORE THE ASYLUM SYSTEM
"Sister Ann Scholz, SSND, and the LCWR Immigration Coalition, are encouraging Catholic Sisters
across the U.S. to urge the administration to honor its promise to end Title 42 expulsions by May 23
and restore the asylum system.
Despite the promise to end Title 42, some in Congress are working to retain restrictions by citing
exaggerated concerns about an overwhelmed border.
The misuse of the Title 42 health policy to expel migrants at the border (without due process or
consideration of their asylum claims) has put 1.7 million returned migrants in grave danger and
persecution in violation of international law, thereby weakening the asylum system.
Our Catholic and secular partners at the border are ready and willing to welcome asylum seekers in
cooperation with the government once Title 42 is ended.
Add your signature to the letter HERE. The deadline to sign on is COB Tuesday, May 3."
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